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The accompanying plans for a power buck rake mounted on a truck chassis
were drawn from a buck rake owned by Jenkins Brothers, Diamond, Oregon. The

buck rake was built by a mecnanic at Burns, Oregon, who has made several similar
models, all of hich operate successfully. A study of a number of different
buc: rakes used in the Eastern 0reon livestock areas showed this to he one of
the best btck rakes of its kind. This buck rake is superioi' to other buck rakes
in the way it is mounted on the truck chassis and the mechanism for raising and
lowering the teeth.

The power buck rake is a great labor-saving device in haying operations
as it replaces three or four horse-drawn buck rakes and their drivers, due to
its greater speed and ability to handle larger loads. Operators report that two
such buck rakes can put up sufficient hay to a stacker to keep it in constant
operation.

The most important factor to consider when building a power buck rake is
the truck chassis on which it is to be mounted. Past exnerience has proved to
operators in the Eastern Oregon country that the use of old automobiles for the
power unit is not satisfactory. The. utmbile frames are too light to stand
the abuse to which they will be subjected and the unit does not have enough power
and traction to handle heavy loads. The truck that seems to be best fitted for
the job is a li-ton truck with dual wheels in the rear. It should be in good.

mechanical condition a. not more than six or seven years old. If a truck older
than that is used it is often very difficult to get repair parts for it, and
consequently a breakdown during the ha3rin season may be very costly in time or
crop loss.

As a number of different makes of trucks with varng dinensions may be
used to mount a buck rake of this tyne it is impossible to give in the drawing
all of the dimensions required for coLTnletinc the assembly. The dimensions of
the rake itself may be followed quite closely, but the suspending linkage and
the lifting mechanism will have to be oianned on the job. If the drawings and
this narrative are carefully studied so the principles of operation and construc-
lion are thoroughly understood, there should be no difficulty in adapting the
plans to any truck chassis.

The first operation after a truck is obtained is to strip it down to the
chassis, Remove the cab and change the steering mechanism and seat so that the
driver sits facing the drive wheels, with the steering gear in front of him.
Arrange the c'utch and brake pedals so that they will be in position for conveni-
ent operation. Alc, the driving, mechanism must he reversed so that the usual
set of fow:ard gears will propel the truck in the- opQosite direction, since the
truck is to be operated in reverse from its usual direction, with the drive
wheels in front of the operator. There are several reasons for reversing the
direction of normal travel of the truck.



In the first place, the buck rake must be mounted in the rear of the truck
so the load will be carried by th drive wheels and hear rear strings. Revers-
ing the controls allows the operator to face the buck rake and to load while
continuing the regular direction of travel without stopping. It also places the
ste2ring wheels in such a position in relation to the buck rake that, when turn-
ing, the buck-rake teeth can more nearly pivot in the conventional buck--rake
fashion. The truck pushes the load with this arrangement, thus reducing the
loss of hay in travel and permitting the operator to allow the buck-rake teeth
to 'float on the ground when loaded if he so desires.

it is advisable to shorten the wheelbase of the truck to nine or ten feet
to permit a shorter turning radius. All operators of power buck rakes strongly
recommend this procedure as long wheelbase buck rakes have proved unsatisfactory
for maneuvering in small meadows and corners. The frame of the truck should be
cut and s-liced just back ol' the original cab location where there is little
taper in the frame members. This will also necessitate shortening the drive
shaft.

In reversing the direction of travel of the truck it is desirable to shift
the steering wheel so it will again be on the left hand side of the truck, fac-
ing the direction of travel. This allows the buck-rake lifting mechanism con-
trol to be placed to the right of the operator and in the space originally
occupied by the steering wheel. To accomplish this chanee of steering control
the front axle assembly of the truck is removed an turned end-for-end. It is

also necessary to slope the steering column in the reverse direcccn. The link-
age frrn the wheel to the steerin. gear must then be ad,usted o lit in this new
position. The final placing of the steering column and steering wheel must be
in appropriate relation to tha driver's seat, floor boards and foot controls,
which also must be reversed, From tha "side view" on the dra;ings, it can be
seen that the floorboards and operator's seat have been raised to a higher level
than normally found in a truck. This gives the operator a better view ahead
when the buck rake is loaded. This is eccomnlished by building up the frame at
this point with two sections of discarded truck frame and resting the floorboards
on them. The seat is set up on a frame that is built up of angle irons and which
also acts as a tie to hold the radiator in place. The radiator on the particu-
lar model from which these plans 'rere made as moved aay .from the engine a con-
siderable distance in an attempt to give better air circulation through it.
Also an uxiliary rater tank was used for the cooling system. The effective-
ness of some of this arrangement i doubtful. It is believed that by materially
increasing the speed of the fan or by securing a fan with a larger number of
blades the additional cooling can be attained ithout using the extra ater tank.
The fan would be much more effective if it were located close to the radiator.

In changing the drive mechanism, apparently the most common method of
making the forward gears effective in the opposite direction is to make the
change in the differential housjn by utting the ring gear on the opposite
(right) side of the drive pinion. Another method might be the reversing of the
whole rear axle housing.

It will be noted that two steering columns are shown on the plans, one
for the regular steerine, gear for the truck and the other for a second steering
column which is used to lift the teeth of the buck rake. When the teeth are in



the up position the steering lever arm of the second
slightly past center against a stop, which locks the
moved to the opposite side of center by the operator
very easy to operate nd is relaiv3Jy rafe, as ther
strike the operator while moving over rough ground.

3

steering gear is thrown
tift in this position until
This type oV control is
re no levers which might

The backboard of the buck rake could probably be reduced in height by

leaving off the top two boards. SeverJ. operators feel that this would improve

the buck reke design. This is a detail which the individual can easily vary to

suit his o'm condition$.

fersons desiring assistance in the construction of a truck buck rake

houid ccmmunicete with Agrtcultt'ral nineering Department, Oregon State College,

Corvallis, Oregon. Large scale blueprints are available at 65 a et
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